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Cosmic Carnival 2008
Once again, New Mexico will celebrate this year’s Astronomy 
Day as a part of Cosmic Carnival 2008. The event is scheduled 
for Sunday, April 20, 2008. Cosmic Carnival will partner 
with the City of Albuquerque’s Fiestas de Albuquerque in 
the Old Town Plaza area. The city will close all of the plaza 
area to vehicular traffic and create a giant pedestrian zone. 
Astronomy and science exhibitors will be located on North 
Plaza Street, which runs in front of the San Felipe de Neri 
Church. The location for Cosmic Carnival in front of the 
church has made it the “main attraction” for the afternoon.

Exhibitors already signed up to participate include Explora, 
the New Mexico Museum of Natural History, the Atomic 
Museum, the Very Large Array (VLA), Magdalena Ridge 
Observatory (MRO), and the National Solar Observatory at 
Sunspot. TAAS members are encouraged to bring telescopes 
to the festival for public viewing. Hours will be from noon to 
6:00 p.m. More information is available at 

www.cosmiccarnival.org.

Cosmic Carnival is always exciting and fun and is a good 
precursor for next year’s International Year of Astronomy. 
Contact Dee Friesen or Judy Stanley for more information.

Dr. Greg Taylor, an astronomer with the University of 
New Mexico, will be the guest speaker at the April 19 
meeting of The Albuquerque Astronomical Society. 
The topic will be “Observing Cosmic Explosions with 
the Long Wavelength Array (LWA).”
 
The LWA will be a next generation radio telescope 
with imaging power 2 to 3 orders of magnitude better 
than current or past capabilities in the 10- to 88-MHz 
frequency range. When completed, the LWA will 
consist of 53 stations, each comprised of 256 dipoles 

spread over a 100-meter-diameter area. These stations 
will be distributed across New Mexico with baselines 
ranging up to 400 kilometers in length. With its wide 
field of view, good angular resolution, and large 
number of stations, the LWA will be well suited to 
conduct surveys. These surveys will be sensitive to 
a number of different cosmic explosions, including 
supernovae, gamma-ray bursts, and giant flares from 
magnetars.
 
The meeting will begin at 7 p.m. in Regener Hall on 
the UNM campus. For information, call 505-254-TAAS. 
To obtain a map, visit the home page at http://www.
taas.org or see the back page of this newsletter. Expand 
your horizons. Join us for an evening of science, 
entertainment, and socializing.

TAAS General Meeting

Dr. Taylor to Speak 
on the LWA and Cosmic Explosions

http://www.cosmiccarnival.org
http://www.taas.org/
http://www.taas.org/
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Observe

I hope all of you know by now that I am promoting the 
concept of 

OBSERVE—EDUCATE—HAVE FUN
for TAAS. A few days ago I went to GNTO on a non-TAAS-
scheduled observing night and spent the entire evening 
from sundown till almost midnight observing with the 
Isengard telescope. I was accompanied by Messier SIG 
leader Will Ferrell and his brother Tim. Will was getting 
the first “GNTO light” with his recently acquired 18-inch 
Dobsonian telescope.

It was a beautiful occasion, and it reminded me why I 
pursue the hobby of amateur astronomy and why I give 
much of my time to TAAS. The reason is simple—I enjoy 
observing the night sky. On this occasion I looked only at 
double stars. They have become of great interest to me, and 
I enjoying observing the many colors that are visible when 
viewed through a telescope. At the end of the evening I had 
observed 22 double stars and a quick peek at M 95 and M 
96, all in the constellation Leo.

You too can become trained to use the Isengard telescope 
by attending one of the GNTO- Committee-sponsored 
training sessions. These events occur quarterly and are well 
publicized. To become a GNTO “Key Holder,” you need to 
become a member of the GNTO committee and complete the 
checkout program for key holders. We currently have about 
a dozen key holders, but there is always room for more. The 
entire training process is informative, comprehensive, and 
a lot of fun. I encourage you to contact any member of the 
GNTO committee or me for more information.

P r e s i d e n t ’ s  M e s s a g e Dee Friesen

We have some simple rules for visiting GNTO on non-
scheduled observing nights which are designed for safety 
and avoidance of conflicts with other GNTO activities. The 
two-man-rule simply means that you should not go alone. 
It ensures that a second person is available to assist you 
if any type of injury or illness should occur. It is also a 
requirement to notify the GNTO director of your intention 
to visit. This avoids the rare chance of a conflict with any 
other planned activities at GNTO. 

GNTO is a viewing site with many options for use. If you 
are not trained on the use of the Isengard telescope and 
opening procedures for the main building, you can still take 
advantage of the dark sky and use the outdoor observing 
pads. As you become qualified on the opening of the main 
building and the Isengard telescope, you can expand your 
experience by using the big telescope. In addition, there is 
imaging equipment available for your use once the training 
has been completed.

GNTO is your observatory. Enjoy using it. 

•••
Meet the Board

I have asked the members of the TAAS Board of Directors to 
write a short article describing their interest in astronomy 
and what ever else they choose to share with you. This 
program will allow you to get to know the TAAS leadership 
in a personal way.

Melissa Kirk, the TAAS secretary, begins this effort, and 
her article appears in this month’s newsletter on page 9.

Dee

STARGAZING IN THE MANZANO MOUNTAINS - The 
Albuquerque Astronomical Society (TAAS) and the Sandia 
Ranger District will co-host an evening of free public stargazing 
in the Manzano Mountains at 7:00 p.m. on Saturday, May 31, at 
the Oak Flat Campground. Other 2008 event dates in this popular 
Saturday evening stargazing series are June 28, July 26, August 23, 
September 6, and October 4. The dark skies of the East Mountains 
and the large telescopes of TAAS astronomers together provide 
great views of planets, as well as more elusive deep-sky objects such 
as galaxies, nebulae, and star clusters. Observing begins at sunset, 
weather permitting, and is suitable for all ages. Picnic facilities 
are available for those who would like to come early, and adjacent 
parking is available. Alcoholic beverages and pets are not allowed 
in the telescope viewing area. To get there, take NM Highway 337 
nine miles south of the Tijeras exit on I-40, and follow the signs to 
Oak Flat and Juniper Loop. For information, visit http://www.taas.
org or call 505-254-TAAS.

Image of the constellation Hercules from Deep Sky South-
west screensaver, available from TAAS.

http://www.taas.org/
http://www.taas.org/
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G N T O  N e w s  &  V i e w s Peter Eschman

Mark Fleenor, Melissa Kirk, Dale Murray, Bill Wallace, and 
Steve Welch.  After reviewing previous events, our attention 
turned to plans for upcoming events as well as maintenance 
needs at the facility.  Some of the new equipment we have 
ordered is due in soon, including a motorized Feathertouch 
focuser with wireless control for the Isengard, a wireless 
controller for the Stellacam 3, and a rebuilt battery pack for 
the GNTO Video Outreach laptop.  The video gear was used 
very successfully at school star parties at Bosque Farms 
Elementary, Pajarito Elementary, and Corrales Elementary, 
and we anticipate more public outreach chances in the near 
future.  

We plan to replace the storm/screen door on the Ortega 
Building that was damaged in the fierce Equinox picnic 
winds.  At the end of the meeting we decided to purchase a 
simple but sensitive video camera to be stationed at GNTO for 
monitoring future asteroid occultations.  We will be looking 
at the new Super Circuits PC164CEX-2 camera for this use.  
In nearly all of our previous occultation work, we have used 
Steve’s cameras, so it is time to get one for GNTO.  Having 
the new camera on-site will make it easier to demonstrate 
some of the techniques for occultation recording.

Remaining events for April include Observing on April 12 
and a Spring Work Session on Sunday, April 27.  May 3 
will be a “New Moon” observing opportunity at GNTO as 
well as Chaco Canyon.  Our next GNTO Training session is 
on May 10, focusing on techniques for asteroid observation 
and occultation monitoring.

Our GNTO Spring Work Session takes place on Sunday, 
April 27 from 9:00 a.m. through 4:00 p.m.  Yes, it’s that time of 
year and a chance to get together and pitch in to help spruce 
up your observatory.  We plan to get some light maintenance 
done, including site cleanup, cleaning buildings, painting, 
and maybe some weed control.  You do not need to be there 
for the full time.  Any help will be appreciated.  Bill Wallace 
is coordinating this event, so please watch our TAAS-L 
listserv and look for e-mail announcements from TAAS for 
more details.

Steve Welch plans to have our CCD imaging equipment 
ready in our 10-foot dome whenever conditions permit.  
This is a great chance to learn about the imaging process 
and take some images of your own.  We will have the 
comfortable Robert Ortega Building open and heated for 
all cold-weather events.  Our Guest Trailer is available for 
coffee, hot chocolate and any snacks you might want to 
share.  We’ve got a bunch of great equipment waiting for you 

Our first attempt at this year’s spring Messier Marathon on 
March 8 was cancelled because of clouds and threatening 
weather.  We plan a second shot at the spring marathon on 
April 5.  In spite of windy conditions on March 15, we had 
a very successful Spring Equinox Picnic.  For those who 
arrived early, in mid-afternoon, winds were not too bad; 
however the wind built as the afternoon continued and did 
not begin to subside until sundown.  At one point I counted 
30 people in the Robert Ortega Building, where we enjoyed 
a respite from the blustery conditions.  More folks showed 
up as time went by, and some were outside manning the 
grill to cook hot dogs and hamburgers.  Overall, I think we 
had around 40 people attending.

Big thanks to Becky Ramotowski for organizing the potluck, 
Larry Cash, for cooking burgers and hot dogs, and Dale 
Murray, for offering the “Introduction to GNTO and the 
Isengard Telescope” to four interested attendees.  We would 
also like to thank all who brought great food and drink 
and everyone who worked to make this event such a great 
success.  We saw some very colorful sky lighting at sunset, 
both to the west and in the mountains to the east.  Although 
the winds dropped after sundown, cloud cover was nearly 
complete throughout the early evening.  A few sucker holes 
began to show around 9:30, but most everyone had left by 
around 10:30.  Duty assignments for this event included me 
as opener for the facility, with Gordon Pegue as my backup 
and Dale Murray as Isengard host and Introductory Session 
trainer.

I am very pleased to announce that Ray Collins, with help 
from his wife Ina, managed to replace the vandalized 
windows in the Ortega Building about a week ago.  Big 
thanks to Ray and Ina!  Next we have a small bit of drywall 
patching to do on the inside of the building and need to re-
hang the window blinds.

We tried two asteroid occultation events at GNTO in March.  
On March 25, Steve Welch and I tried to view a star occulted 
by Asteroid (184) Dejopeja; however, equipment issues did 
not clear until after the appointed time, so this was a failed 
chance.  We later learned from the results of other observers 
that we likely would have recorded a miss for this event.  
On March 31, Steve and I were joined by Mark Fleenor to 
monitor Asteroid (33) Polyhymnia occulting a background 
star.  This time we recorded a miss, so some valuable data 
was gathered for this event.  We also had time to evaluate 
Mark’s new video camera.

Eight people attended our GNTO Committee meeting on 
April 3, including Ray Collins, David Downs, Peter Eschman, 

continued on page 6
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A s t e r o i d  S I G Steve Welch

IDA 20th Anniversary Annual Meeting

Registration early-bird deadline is May 8, 2008.

Join the International Dark-Sky Association (IDA), 
June 8—10 at Loews Ventana Canyon Resort in Tucson, 
Arizona, as it celebrates 20 years of preserving and 
protecting our nighttime environment through quality 
outdoor lighting.

Keynotes include renowned science writer Timothy 
Ferris, Chief Technology Officer at Philips Lumileds, Dr. 
George Craford, and famed sleep and dream specialist 
Dr. Rubin Naiman, co-author with Dr. Andrew Weil.

Other talks and topics include:

Safety and Security:

• John Fitzpatrick, Department of Homeland 
Security, US Border Patrol, Tucson Sector 

• Lisa Reed, Department of Homeland Security, 
US Border Patrol, Tucson Sector 

• Randy Atlas PhD AIA CPP, Atlas Safety & 
Security Design, Inc. “Improving Security 
using CPTED without light pollution"
 

Lighting, Design and Energy:

• Christopher Baddiley, Institution of Lighting 
Engineers (UK) “Towards Understanding 
Sky Glow” complete ILE paper presented in 
proceedings

• Michael A. Boyd, LSI Industries Inc., “The 
Crossover, Canopy Lighting for the Future”

• Chris Elvidge, National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration, "Changes in the 
DMSP Satellite Readings at Night and What 
They Mean for Lighting Pollution and Energy 
Usage"

• Michael Siminovitch, California Lighting 
Technology Center, on Occupancy Sensors

• Bill Hein, Visionaire Lighting LLC, “HID Lamps 
and Dark Sky Friendly Technology”

• Panel "City of Ann Arbor, LED Retrofit": Mike 
Bergren, City of Ann Arbor; Bob Hahn, 
Lumecon Technologies; Peter Hochstein, 
Relume Technologies

Ordinances: 

• Mario Di Sora, IDA Italy, "The Italian Protocol: 
Interactions with Industry and Government"

• Panel: Jack Sales, IDA California; Debra Norvil, 
Resident, City of Homer Glen, IL; Keith 
Krueger , IDA Pinal County; Cindy Luongo 
Cassidy, Green Earth Lighting

• Olga M. Ramos, GIS Analyst,USDA Forest 
Service San Juan, PR, “Puerto Rico: the 
Shining Star of the Caribbean and what this 
means to the Environment” 

D a r k  S k y  S I G David Penasa

It has been a busy time for TAAS asteroid occultations this past 
month.  Through partly cloudy skies at GNTO on March 8, Bill 
Wallace and Tom Davies observed a “miss” of an asteroid moon 
(Petite-Prince, only about 8 kilometers in diameter) of (45) Eugenia 
occulting a 5.7-magnitude star in Taurus. A number of other TAAS 
members tried to observe this event but got clouded out (including 
Melissa Kirk in Albuquerque and several others).  Kevin McKeown 
and Becky and Shane Ramotowski got lucky with the clouds and 
observed misses, as did Dan Klinglesmith in Socorro and Ariel 
Boston about 10 kilometers north of Dan.  Several other observers 
across New Mexico tried for this asteroid moonlet occultation, too, 
but apparently, the path had an unexpectedly large south shift, 
possibly due to a star catalog error or misinterpretation.  We put 
up a pretty good TAAS and New Mexico effort, though—keep up 
the good work!

In other GNTO occultation news, Pete Eschman and I tried to 
observe a very dim star (~13.4 V) being occulted by (184) Dejopeja 
just after midnight on the morning of March 26.  We easily 
spotted the star and the asteroid approaching it in the Stellacam 3 
GNTO outreach integrating video camera, but due to some pretty 
spectacular incompetence on my part (what was I thinking, trying 
to change the focal reducer 30 minutes before the event!!!???), we 
weren’t able to observe it from GNTO.  In the future, if you should 
attend or assist with one of these events and as the time of the 
occultation approaches someone says it is time to handcuff Welch 
to the railing, don’t be shocked—this is what they are referring to. 
;-)

We had better luck on the evening of March 30/31, when Pete, 
Mark Fleenor, and I successfully observed a miss of the asteroid 
(33) Polyhymnia.  This time, we used Mark’s “regular” occultation 
camera (standard video rate, not an integrating video camera like 
the Stellacam 3) on a windy night (thank goodness for the GNTO 
dome!).  First light for Mark’s brand new PC164CEX-2—we plan 
to get one of these for GNTO soon.  With this camera (maybe a 
magnitude or more sensitive than my WAT-902H2U), we were 
able to easily see the 14th -magnitude asteroid up until about 20 
minutes before the occultation.

We have at least two “new” serious video asteroid occultation 
observers busy getting their kit together.  Welcome to David 
Dunham’s world, Dale Murray and Mark Fleenor!  I ‘m sure you’ll 
find that this asteroid occultation business is great fun, but watch 
out for the danger of getting hooked on video astronomy.  Also, Bill 
Wallace got a new large-chip (APS format) cooled CCD camera, 
and he hopes to be doing some serious asteroid astrometry here 
real soon now!

continued on page  9continued on page 10
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Dark Sky: 

DAVID BLAIR

ARIEL BOSTON

 STEVE WELCH

Special Projects: 

STEVE WELCH

T A A S  R e p o r t s  &  N o t i c e s
L o c a t i o n ,  L o c a t i o n ,  L o c a t i o n

• Chaco Canyon•         
 6185’ elevation
 Latitude  Longitude
 36˚ 01’ 50”N     107˚ 54’ 36”W

 36.03˚    -107.91˚
 36˚ 1.83’  -107˚ 54.60’

• Oak Flat•                    
 7680’ elevation
 Latitude  Longitude
 34˚ 59’ 48”N  106˚ 19’ 17”W

 34.99˚  -106.32˚
 34˚ 59.80’  -106˚ 19.28’

• UNM Campus Observatory•
 5180’ elevaton
 Latitude  Longitude
 35˚ 5’ 29”N  106˚ 37’ 17”W

 35.09˚  -106.62˚
 35˚ 5.48’  -106˚ 37.29’

To convert from Degrees, Minutes, 
Seconds:
Divide seconds by 60, then add minutes, 
then divide by 60 again.
For security reasons, GNTO location 
is available by request only, so please 
contact Pete Eschman for GNTO 
information.

Courtesy Pete Eschman

M e m b e r s h i p  S e r v i c e s
for:
•Membership Inquiries
•Events Information
•Volunteer Opportunities

Contact Bill Firth at
membership@taas.org

for:
•Membership Dues
•Magazine Subscriptions
•Address/e-mail changes

Contact Dan Clark at
treasurer@taas.org

P.O. Box 50581  Albuquerque, NM

E d i t o r ’ s  N o t e
Please note that the deadline for the next  
issue of the Sidereal Times is Friday, May 
2. Please e-mail text as an attachment, 
preferably in Microsoft Word. Please do not 
embed photos in text. Attach photos and 
illustrations separately. The e-mail address 
for the newsletter editor is editor@taas.org.

N o t e  f r o m  Tr e a s u r e r
Clarification of New Member and 

Renewal Policy
  Renewal notices will be mailed out 
one month before expiration date.  
Renewals and new members will be 
dated on the first of next month no 
matter when during the month they 
arrive. This will help with the database 
reports and queries.
  There will also be no grace period 
for renewals. Please make sure that 
you send in renewal information 
and your check before the expiration 
date. Renewal of magazines and new 
subscriptions will be sent in twice 
a month. All checks are to be made 
out to  “TAAS”.  Thank you for your 
attention to this important issue.  If 
you have any questions or special 
needs pertaining to membership and/
or magazine subscriptions,  contact 
the Treasurer, Dan Clark at treasurer@
taas.org.

M o n t h l y  M e m b e r s h i p  R e p o r t
( M a r c h  2 0 0 8 )

Membership Current Past Change
 Month Month

Regular 204 213  -9
Family 63 71  -8
Educational 7 9  -2
Total Paid 274 293 -19
Honorary 7 7   0
Complimentary 35 34   1
Total Members 316 334 -18

D o n a t i o n s  t o  TA A S

Special Memberships

Did you know that special TAAS 
membership categories are only half the 
regular membership fee?

Members of the military, students (K—12), 
and teachers can become members of 
TAAS for just $15 a year. See the last page 
of this newsletter for more information.

W e l c o m e  t o  N e w 
T A A S  M e m b e r s

 JMI DEAN
MIKE RAUGH  

VICKI JOHNSON
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3. Replacing some missing roofing on 
the Ortega Building. Steve Welch is 
coordinating this effort.

4. Rug vacuuming and cleaning in the 
Ortega Building and general cleaning.

5. Trailer cleaning. Spray bleach is required 
in this effort.

6. Weed removal in the southeast section of 
the viewing field.

Any other cleaning and/or repair that may 
come to our attention.

If you wish to volunteer to lead or participate 
in any specific task, please let me know at 
wcwallace2@comcast.net.

Clear skies!

GNTO Spring Work Party
by Bill Wallace

It is spring, and it is time for the GNTO 
Spring Work Party. We have scheduled 
it for Sunday, April 27 from 9 a.m. to 3 
p.m. Among the tasks we would like to 
accomplish are:

1. Painting the eaves of the main dome. 
Paint will be supplied. Dale Murray has 
volunteered to lead this effort. Since it 
will take several days to complete, he is 
starting earlier in the month. If you wish to 
assist Dale, please contact him directly to 
coordinate the effort.

2. Painting the benches around the main 
dome.

1
Corrales

Elementary
       School

       Star Party

2
ATM SIG
Meeting

3
GNTO 
Committee
Meeting

4
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6 7 8 9 10 11
Edgewood
Star Party

12 
GNTO 
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13 14 15 16 17 
Board Meeting

18 19
TAAS
General Meeting

20
Cosmic Carnival
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27
GNTO Spring
Work Party

     

28

     

29
          

30
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G N T O  N e w s  &  V i e w s
 c o n t i n u e d  f r o m  p a g e  3

at GNTO, so plan your trip to GNTO 
soon.  Why wait?

GNTO committee meetings are open 
to any interested TAAS members, and 
they provide a great way to get more 
involved with your observatory.  Our 
next scheduled meeting is June 5.  
We meet every other month at 6:30 
p.m. at JB’s Restaurant on Eubank just 
north of I-40.  If you have questions 
about GNTO, please contact me (Peter 
Eschman, gnto@taas.org, phone 873-
1517). 

I hope to see you soon at your 
observatory.
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N o t e s
TAAS = The Albuquerque Astronomical        
Society.  Hotline 254-TAAS (8227).

GNTO = General Nathan Twining Obs. 
GNTO Training = GNTO Observing and 
Training .
GNTO NM=New Moon Premium Observing 
Night

UNM = University of New Mexico 
Observatory. Call the TAAS hotline @254-
8227, or the UNM hotline @ 277-1446  to 
confirm, or unm_coordinator@taas.org.

ATM = Amateur Telescope Making.  Call 
Michael Pendley for information @ 296-
0549, or atm@taas.org.

P & A = UNM Physics and Astronomy.  
Corner of Lomas and Yale.

              = School Star Party.  

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

M a y  2 0 0 8

1 2
Sidereal Times 
Deadline

3 GNTO NM
Observing,
Chaco Canyon 
Star Party

4 5 6 La Luz
Elementary
School Star 
         Party

7 
ATM SIG
Meeting

8 9
Edgewood
Star Party

10 National 
Astronomy Day,
GNTO Training,
GNTO 
Observing

11 12 13 14 15 
Board Meeting

16 17
TAAS
General Meeting

18 19 20 21 22 23 24

25

     

26

     

27
          

28 29
 

30
Sidereal Times 
Deadline

31
Oak Flat
Star Party
(Messier SIG 
Meeting)

Saturday, April 19, 2008
7:00 P.M.

Regener Hall
University of New Mexico

(See map, back page)

Observing Cosmic Explosions
 with the Long Wavelength Array (LWA)

Dr. Greg Taylor
 University of New Mexico Astronomer

TAAS General Meeting
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TAAS BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
March 20, 2008

University of New Mexico Physics and Astronomy Building

MEETING MINUTES

Directors present: Charlie Mullen, Bob Havlen, Bill Firth, 
Gordon Pegue, Tom Davies, Larry Cash, Dee Friesen 
(President), Dan Clark (Treasurer), Dick Fate (Vice President), 
Melissa Kirk (Secretary), and Steve Welch. 

Directors absent: Ryan Demares (excused), Pete Eschman 
(excused), and Bob Hufnagel (excused).

The meeting was called to order at 7:03 p.m.

Treasurer’s Report
Account balances (as of the end of February)
 General Fund:   $ 16,617.59
 GNTO Fund:   $  6,396.63
 Education Fund:  $  5,743.48
 Dark Sky S.I.G. Fund:  $  1,044.86
 Special Projects Fund:  $  5,392.23
 Science Fair Fund:  $     400.00
 Cosmic Carnival Fund:  $     248.74
 Astronomical League Reserve: $       98.56
 Total Funds on Deposit:  $35,843.53
Total Expenses for February 2008:   $     435.38
Total Income for February 2008:   $     669.50

Some members allow their memberships to lapse for several 
months. When they renew their memberships, they appear as 
new members in the database. Complimentary and honorary 
members get the newsletter via the Web site.

Dan is leading the committee to review the TAAS finances. All 
nonprofit corporations now have to file income tax forms.

Committee Reports

GNTO
Any GNTO Committee member who wants to get trained to 
use the GNTO Video Outreach imaging equipment can get the 
training. The GNTO Video Outreach imaging equipment will 
be setup at Cosmic Carnival.

The Board had authorized an expenditure of funds for the new 
focuser for the Isengard Telescope. The focuser was ordered, 
but it has not been delivered.

There is an event to work on the buildings and grounds on 
April 27.

Membership 
Dan Clark or Bill Firth will print membership cards. The 

Membership Committee will decide if anyone should be added 
to the list of complimentary and honorary members. Bill and 
Dan started a program to write renewal letters. They have been 
sending self-addressed stamped envelopes to the members 
whose memberships have almost expired. The response to 
renew the memberships has been very good. 

Inventory
Pete Eschman sent Charlie Mullen the TAAS asset inventory, 
including the 2004 spreadsheet for all TAAS assets, along 
with updates to the GNTO portion for 2007. He also sent notes 
on new TAAS purchases as well as the Loaner Telescope 
Program equipment list Barry Spletzer had prepared on 
March 22, 2004. There is an estimated monetary value of the 
inventory taken thus far. Toolkits should also be included in 
the inventory.

Education
The Night Sky Network Supernovae Toolkit will be available in 
May. There are currently six toolkits. The Night Sky Network 
likes to know details about the public outreach activities of its 
members, even if the activities are not officially sanctioned by 
their astronomy clubs, or if the members do not use any of 
the toolkits during the activities. It would be great if some of 
the TAAS members received training on the materials in the 
toolkits. Event owners should report about the events in the 
TAAS newsletter before and after their scheduled dates.

Web site
Will Ferrell is revamping the Web site. Options for notifying 
members of upcoming astronomical events were discussed. 
The new Web pages are being beta tested.

TAAS Store
Dave Downs will report on the status of the TAAS Store at the 
April Board of Directors meeting.

Old Business
a.  Cosmic Carnival will be in the Old Town plaza in front 

of the church. So far, 12—15 exhibitors will be there. TAAS 
will have telescopes set up on the closed streets next to the 
church. Tents will be set up on the street in front of the church. 
At noon, the plaza will be closed to vehicle traffic. Cosmic 
Carnival is part of the Fiesta de Albuquerque. By 6 o’clock, the 
event will be officially over.

b. Dee is working with our insurance company to obtain 
a hard copy of the policy. 

New Business
a. The Board voted to have monthly meetings of the full 

Board of Directors. In six months, the Board will revisit the 
decision.

b. The motion to approve the calendar as presented to 
the Board was unanimously passed.

M e e t i n g  M i n u t e s Melissa Kirk
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c. There will be a help wanted section in the newsletter to 
solicit assistance for the action teams the Board assembled.

d. Diane Murray has agreed to be the Social Events 
Coordinator.

Discussion
Accent Windows gives awards for the upcoming University of 
New Mexico Science Fair on March 21. Bruce Levin and Dee 
will be at the science fair. Dee wants to acknowledge Accent 
Windows. The company made the checks to the winners last 
night. Dee and Bruce will be on the committee to select the 
winners.

The Trinity Site/Very Large Array tour occurs on April 5 and in 
October. International Sidewalk Astronomers Day is on April 
12.

Additional discussions focused on ways to make general 
meetings more significant and options for the disposition of 
funds in our bank account.

The meeting was adjourned at 8:40 p.m. 

M e e t  t h e  B o a r dM e e t i n g  M i n u t e s
 c o n t i n u e d  f r o m  p a g e  8

Community Participation and Night Sky Inspirations:

• Nathan Tyler, Founder, Lights Out San Francisco
• Connie Walker, National Optical Astronomy 

Observatory (NOAO), GLOBE at Night 2007 
Results and International Year of Astronomy

• Dr. Paul Bogard, Northland College, “The 
Narrative of the Night: Using Story to Inspire, 
Educate, and Raise Awareness”

• Martin Morgan-Taylor, DeMontfort University 
(UK), “Survey Results on Lighting 
Disturbances, UK Government Department 
for Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA)”

Astronomy:

• Mike Simmons, Astronomers Without Borders 
and The World At Night Photo Gallery

• John Jardin Goss, Astronomical League 
Secretary, “Confronting Light Pollution: A 
Problem Not to Be Ignored”

• Derek McNally, Honorary Research Fellow at 
the University of Hertfordshire (UK), “Current 
Threats to Astronomy Excluding Light 
Pollution”

For registration and more information see
http://www.darksky.org/mc/page.do?sitePageId=55

062&orgId=idsa,
or contact agm@darksky.org. Student rates and 

scholarships are available by contacting 
agm@darksky.org .

D a r k  S k y  S I G
 c o n t i n u e d  f r o m  p a g e  4

Melissa Kirk demonstrates image-formation properties of a 
concave mirror to participants of the Expanding Your Horizons 
Conference in Albuquerque on March 15, 2008. Photo copyright 
2008 Brenda Davies. Reprinted with permission.

by Melissa Kirk

Telescopes are marvels of human engineering. Beginning 
as simple instruments containing objective and secondary 
optics, they dramatically changed humans’ understanding of 
the universe. The use of telescopes enabled people to confirm 
that the planets orbit the Sun, gauge the distances to stars 
and galaxies, determine the chemical composition of stars, 
determine the location of the Sun within the Milky Way, 
estimate the age of the universe, and detect planets outside of 
our solar system.

For the past several years I have used telescopes to illustrate 
to the general public the grandeur of the night sky, and I 
have explained how telescopes function. Before relocating 
to Albuquerque, I performed public outreach activities as a 
member of the Astronomical Society of Kansas City. Recently, 
I gave the presentation “How Telescopes Changed Our 
Understanding of the Universe” to a group of middle school 
students. The presentation is part of the toolkit, Telescopes:  
Eyes on the Cosmos, of the Night Sky Network. The students 
peered through my binoculars and a 12.5-inch telescope. 
Then I demonstrated radius of curvature and magnification 
by setting up a lamp, a concave mirror, and a piece of paper. I 
moved the lamp and paper to show the girls the location of the 
image plane and the magnification of the object. 

I enjoy teaching others about the night sky. TAAS is an 
excellent platform from which to educate the public about 
astronomy. Together, let’s show the populace how telescopes 
increase their knowledge of the cosmos.

http://www.darksky.org/mc/page.do?sitePageId=55062&orgId=idsa
http://www.darksky.org/mc/page.do?sitePageId=55062&orgId=idsa
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A d v e r t i s e r s TAAS Help Wanted April 2008
TAAS needs people to assist with the following areas.  
If you are interested contact Dee Friesen or any other 
TAAS BOD member. Contact info for all BOD members 
is at the end of this newsletter.

General Meeting Planning — Identify speakers, 
activities and events for the monthly TAAS meetings. 

Contact Dick Fate

Education — Participate in the TAAS Educational 
Outreach Program by attending school star parties.

Contact Bob Hufnagel

GNTO Committee — Join the committee and receive 
training to become a GNTO Key Holder

Contact Pete Eschman

Membership — Assist with the conduct of the TAAS 
membership program. This includes procedures to track 
membership, identification of reasons for nonrenewal of 
membership and promotion of TAAS membership.

Contact Bill Firth

Observing — Identify significant observing events for 
TAAS members and events to present to the public. 
Creation of observing contests and observing lists for 
members to complete to receive TAAS awards.

Contact Steve Welch

Membership Survey — Create a survey of the entire 
membership to identify the interests, desires, critiques 
and thoughts of the membership concerning the activities 
and events of the organization.

Contact Dee Friesen

Social Events — Assist with the planning and conduct 
of TAAS social events.

Contact Diane Murray

Web Site — Assist with the planning and design for a 
new TAAS Web site to include email procedures and 
other electronic communications. 

Contact Dee Friesen

Upcoming asteroid occultations planned to be observed from 
GNTO:

Thursday, 24 Apr, 20:39 MDT;
Asteroid: 136 Austria, 33 km diameter; 
Star:  TYC 1315-01003-1 in Orion, Mag 9.8 Visual

Sunday, 27 Apr, 00:57 MDT;
Asteroid: 637 Chrysothemis, 33 km diameter;
Star: UCAC2 36822988 in Leo, Mag 9.4 Visual (double)

Tuesday, 29 Apr;
Asteroid: 988 Appella, 26 km diameter;
Star: TYC 1398-00191-1, in Cancer, Mag 9.3 Visual

These event and a few other asteroid occultation paths that go 
over the state not so close to GNTO should be listed on Derek 
Breit’s regional occultation page for Albuquerque: “TAAS/UNM 
Observatory.” The link for that page is: http://www.poyntsource.
com/New/Regions/Taas.htm , and a link to that page is on the TAAS 
Asteroid SIG Web page at: http://complex.org/~bwalls/ . Check out 
these Web pages! 

A s t e r o i d  S I G
 c o n t i n u e d  f r o m  p a g e  4

 http://www.poyntsource.com/New/Regions/Taas.htm
 http://www.poyntsource.com/New/Regions/Taas.htm
http://complex.org/~bwalls/
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2 0 0 8  T A A S  B o a r d  o f  D i r e c t o r s / S t a f f

  Archivist    Pat Appel   292-0463(H)  archivist@taas.org
  ATM Coordinator   Ray Collins   344-9686(H)  atm@taas.org
  ATM Coordinator   Michael Pendley    296-0549(H)  atm@taas.org
  Dark Sky Coordinator  David Penasa   277-1141(W)  darksky@taas.org
  Education Coordinator  Bob Hufnagel   856-3306  education_coord@taas.org 
  Grants Coordinator   Barry Spletzer   294-4601(H)  grants@taas.org
  Librarian    Bob Hufnagel   890-8122(H)  librarian@taas.org
  Membership Coordinator  Bill Firth     899-0950(H)    membership@taas.org
  Newsletter Editor   Gary Cooper   321-5404(C)  editor@taas.org
  Public Relations Officer  Melissa Kirk   385-0113  pr@taas.org
  Telescope Curator   Dale Murray   286-9533(H)  telescope_loans@taas.org
  UNM Observatory Coordinator Robert Williams   270-5857  unm_coord@taas.org
  Web Master    Bill Firth    899-0950  webmaster@taas.org

Dee Friesen
President

president@taas.org
856-1593

Dick Fate
Vice President / General Meeting Coordinator

vp@taas.org
293-2131 (H)

Melissa Kirk
Secretary / Public Relations Officer

secretary@taas.org
pr@taas.org

385-0113

Dan Clark
Treasurer

treasurer@taas.org
771-4346 (H)

Pete Eschman
Director / Observatory Director

gnto@taas.org
873-1517 (H)

Bob Hufnagel
Director / Education Coordinator / Librarian

education_coord@taas.org
librarian@taas.org

890-8122

Larry Cash
Director / Events Coordinator

events_coord@taas.org
299-4686 (H)

Tom Davies
Director

417-9754

Ryan Demares
Director

268-0790 (message center)
620-2882 (C)

Bill Firth
Director / Membership Coordinator / Webmaster

membership@taas.org
webmaster@taas.org

899-0950

Bob Havlen
Director

856-3306

Charlie Mullen
Director

296-3508

Gordon Pegue
Director

332-2523 (H)
259-3658 (C)

Steve Welch
Director

866-7668 (H)



MEMBERSHIP:  You may request a 
membership application by sending e-mail 
to membership@taas.org or calling (505) 
254-TAAS(8227).  Applications may also 
be downloaded from the Web site.  Annual 
dues to The Albuquerque Astronomical 
Society are $30/year for a full membership 
and $15/year for a teacher, student (grades 
K-12), or military membership.  Additional 
family members may join for $5/each 
(teacher, student and family memberships 
are not eligible to vote on society matters).  
New member information packets can be 
downloaded from the Web site or requested 
from the TAAS Membership Services 
Director at  membership@taas.org  You may 
send your dues by mail to our newsletter 
return address with your check written out 
to The Albuquerque Astronomical Society 
or give your check to the Treasurer  at the 
next meeting.
  
MAGAZINES:  Discount magazine 
subscriptions to Sky and Telescope  and 
Astronomy  as well as discounts on 
books from Sky Publishing Corporation 
are available when purchased by TAAS 
members through our society.  Include any 
of the above magazine renewal mailers 
and subscription payments as part of your 
renewal check.  Make checks out to TAAS 
(we will combine and send one check to the 
publisher). Warning: publishers take several 
months to process magazine subscriptions.

A RT I C L E S /A DV E RT I S E M E N T S:  
Articles, personal astronomical classified 

advertisements and business card size 
advertisements for businesses related 
to astronomy must be submitted by the 
deadline shown on the Society calendar 
(generally the Saturday near the new Moon)  
Rates for commercial ads (per issue) are 
$120 per page, $60 per half page, $30 per 
quarter page, $7 for business card size.  The 
newsletter editor reserves the right to include 
and/or edit any article or advertisement.   
E-mail attachments in Microsoft Word, 
11 point Palatino, justified, no indent at 
paragraph beginning, one  space  between 
paragraphs is preferred.   ASCII and RTF are 
acceptable.  One column is approximately 
350 words.  Contact the Newsletter Editor at 
editor@taas.org  for more information.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS:  Note that the 
Sidereal Times  is mailed at a first class 
mail rate.  As a result, the newsletter may be 
forwarded to your new address should you 
move, or it may not !!  Please provide the 
Treasurer (treasurer@taas.org) with your 
new mailing    address or e-mail address to 
ensure that you receive your newsletter.

TAAS LIBRARY:  Please contact the 
Librarian at librarian@taas.org or 890-8122 
to check out a book or make a contribution.

TAAS on the World Wide Web:
http://www.taas.org 
taas@taas.org
Online Sidereal Times: 
www.taas.org/times/
Educational Outreach:
www.taas.org/education/
Donations to TAAS: 
www.taas.org/donate/
Buy and Sell: 
www.taas.org/eq/
TAAS Astronomy Links: 
www.taas.org/links/
TAAS 200: 
www.taas.org/taas200/
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